
CONSULTANCY. 
INSTALLATION. 
AFTERCARE.

VIEW FULL CASE 
STUDY ONLINE

WIMBLEDON I 

PROJECT PROFILE 
New-build Arts and Crafts 
private development 
property

TECHNOLOGY 
Climate Control - Comfort Cooling

Mechanical Ventilation - 
Decentralized Extract, Centralized 
Extract & Heat Recovery

Ductwork & Accessories - Ductwork, 
Plenums, Volume Control & Fire 
Dampers

Diffusers & Grilles - Linear Diffusers 
& Linear Bar Grilles

Filtration & Purification - Fibre Filters

Controls & Monitors - Control System

ARTS & CRAFT DETACHED

Calibre’s ability to assist in 
design is what stands out for 
me; their design ability and 
their seamless integration with 
Building Management Systems 
and Home Automation System 
makes me very happy when I 
see them appointed

Cornelius Crankson, 
Project Architect, Studio Indigo

https://www.calibreclimate.com/case-studies/wimbledon-i/


Noble House, Eaton Road 
Hemel Hempstead 
HP2 7UB

CALIBRE PRECISION CLIMATE CONTROL LTD
020 3191 9131
sales@calibreclimate.com  
www.calibreclimate.com

LUXURY CLIMATE
Calibre Climate 

is London’s 
leading practice 
in Consultancy, 
Installation and 

Aftercare for 
indoor climate 

systems to luxury 
properties.

DESIGN BRIEF
Design and install air conditioning 
and ventilation to serve the whole 
property, working with feature 
ceilings, sloped ceilings, and 
minimalist bathroom designs.

SOLUTION
The new-build detached property 
developed in the local arts and 
crafts look hides an extensive 
family home, with contemporary 
styling and modern amenities 
throughout. In order to maintain 
this style, our comfort cooling 
design utilises hidden air 
conditioning units concealed 
either in adjacent rooms or within 
a number of bespoke cinema 
joinery units. Concealed ductwork, 
carefully designed to integrate 
into the tray and raft ceilings 
throughout, supplies air through 
concealed linear bar grilles within 
these architectural features.

A centralised MVHR located in the 
basement plant room provides 
supply and extract ventilation to 
the lower floors. In the basement 
gym and entertainment spaces, 
constant background supply and 
extract ventilation is provided via 
grilles integrated into the ceiling 
coffer details. The gym sauna 
has dedicated extract ventilation 
integrated with the home lighting 
control to ensure it only operates 
after use. Decentralised extraction 
throughout the ground and 
upper floors uses minimalist slot 
diffusers, carefully positioned in 
the bathroom and utility spaces 
to extract stale air and keep 
them fresh. Sensitive to the 
neighbourhood, all ventilation 
outlets on the externals of the 
property are either minimal louvres 
in the wall or flush tile vents in 
the roof, sized to silence airflow 
externally.


